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I
f ever there was a surgery that 
met a beautiful and inspiring 
design brief, Willow Dental Care 
at Norwest in Sydney is it!

Owned and operated by 
Dr Lyndall Gourlay and Dr 
Shabnam Vawda, it is the very 
embodiment of what these dental 
colleagues and work friends 

wanted in their own bespoke practice.
With many years dental experience 

between them, the pair felt they had some-
thing to offer to patients in the thriving 
Norwest area, which is a master planned 
development incorporating residential, 
commercial and community infrastructure.

Top of the list was a work environment 
where they wanted to spend time and 
where patients would feel calm, relaxed 
and professionally cared for.

After some online research and  
consulting professional colleagues, Drs 
Gourlay and Vawda chose Perfect Prac-
tice from nearby Seven Hills to handle 
the design and fit-out. Again, after making 
their own enquiries and using their consid-
erable hands-on experience with various 
brands of dental equipment, the pair 
approached Sydney dental dealer, Presi-
dental, to help them equip the practice.

Significantly, as much as the two  
dentists knew what they wanted in their 
practice, they were equally adamant about 
what they did not want. This accounts for 
a very clear design direction which was  
correctly interpreted by Perfect Practice.

And so, Willow Dental Care was born 
- and apart from a two-week construction 
industry shutdown due to COVID-19 - the 
build went ahead without a major hitch.

Central to the design theme is a  
Hamptons-inspired palette with warm, 
neutral and natural colours and textures, 
incorporating woodgrain, white and 
dusky, gold-browns.

Woodgrain features prominently, 
with round timber rods cladding the 
front of the marble-look reception 
counter and chevron shaped parquet 
flooring leading the eye down a wide  
central corridor.

A tall, illuminated magazine rack is 
positioned in a small corner niche, with 
a monitor displaying stunning holiday 
vistas occupying the adjacent wall. iPads 
and a low bench provide a nursery nook 
for young children.

Light floods into three sides of the 
building - a pre-requisite of the dentists 
when embarking on their property search.
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This has proven a master stroke, with the reception area, each 
of the surgeries and even the private staff amenities at the rear 
getting plenty of natural light and a glimpse of the outdoors.

Natural light was important from both a clinical perspective to 
help with shade matching veneers and composites and equally, 
the owners wanted an inviting atmosphere where they enjoyed 
working and patients would like to be.

Importantly, the dentists wanted the best in dental equip-
ment to add to the patient experience and to their own 
well-being. After speaking to a few suppliers, they decided to 
work with locally based equipment specialist, James Wallace  
from Presidental.
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Based on his advice and after visiting A-dec’s Mascot 
showroom, they chose A-dec 400 patient chairs for their own 
ergonomics while working on patients, together with A-dec’s 
superior patient positioning and patient comfort.

The compact A-dec 300 delivery system moves completely 
out of the way for chair access and dismounting and the 
ceiling mounted LED operatory lighting enables an uncluttered 
chair. The remote compact delivery head work zone is also  
easy to clean.

For practical and infection control reasons, both dentists 
decided against cuspidors (spittoons) and instead rely on a plastic 
cup and high-volume suction for rinsing. In those very rare cases 
where a patient wants a full rinse, there is a nearby patient refresh 
sink and vanity adjacent to the attractively tiled toilet.

Staff have also been well-catered for, with A-dec’s round 
articulating work surfaces and assistant’s instruments  
providing plenty of room to place consumables and assist with  
four-handed dentistry.
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Staff amenities are also of a very high standard and  
surprisingly large with a kitchen and dining area concealed 
behind a frosted door at the rear. There is also an adjoining light-
filled space containing window facing desks, staff lockers and an  
upholstered bench.

While the surgery may look “luxe”, the investment in both  
fitting out and equipping the practice was quite reasonable, thanks 
to good planning and design.

It was simply a case of finding the right team of people to work 
with based on their own research, listening to word-of-mouth 
referrals and taking on board advice from experts in coming up 
with an attractive and workable design.

Summary
The Practice

The Practice Willow Dental Care
The Principal Dr Lyndall Gourlay and  

Dr Shabnam Vawda
Practice Type General
Location Norwest, Sydney, New South Wales
Size 132 square metres  

including 5 secure car spaces
No of chairs 2+1

The Team

Design Perfect Practice
Colour & Design Susana Hernandez, Perfect Practice
Construction Perfect Practice
Project Manager David Crutcher, Perfect Practice
Installer Presidental

Equipment

Dental Units A-dec 400 traditional delivery 
Sterilisation W&H Lisa 22L
X-ray X-Mind DC with  

Acteon PSPIX PSP imaging system
CBCT Kavo OP 3D
Compressor Cattani AC300Q
Suction Cattani Turbo SMART A Cube
Software CorePractice


